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Tang Jiazun Mansion is built on the mountain and facing the sea.
If in the magnificent hall like a royal palace, wearing a retro Tang suit,
less than 1.7 meters
tall, bloated, and extraordinary, Tang Beidou. Sitting on the top-quality
yellow rosewood
chair, looking at Zhu Zhijie with a smile.
It is like the Maitreya Buddha with a generous heart, and like a
gentleman who makes
money.
If you don’t know someone, you definitely can’t connect him with the
Jiangnan King who
stomped his feet, and the south will have an earthquake.
Zhu Zhijie respectfully said: “Tang Ye, everyone knows that Si Tingzhu
was supported by
you. Yash Nics actually bullied our Zhu family in this way, and even killed
our Zhu family.”
“We wish the family to be willing to contribute half of the family
business. Just ask Lord
Tang to give us the best wishes.”
Tang Beidou said indifferently: “It doesn’t matter if you present to me or
not.”
“Yash Nics, who suddenly appeared in Mannity, is indeed a bit too
jumpy.”
“This kind of domineering little Guy, you should spank too.”
Tang Beidou said that if the little guy wants to spank, Zhong Hai will be
bloody!
Zhu Zhijie showed ecstasy in his eyes and said excitedly: “Thank you,
Lord Tang, for giving
us the best wishes!”
“However, it is said that Dong Tianbao, Yash Nics’s subordinate,
dominated the underground
circle of China Shipping. Yash Nics himself also had a good personal
relationship with the
leaders of China Shipping. To clean up Yash Nics, I’m afraid it’s a little
difficult.”



Tang Beidou smiled upon hearing the words: “Mannity’s black and white
are his people, then
I’ll send someone directly from the provincial capital to get him. It’s
impossible for Mannity
to pay for him. Dare to live with the provincial superiors?” After
Tang Beidou finished speaking, he instructed the housekeeper Tang
Sancai beside him: “Say
hello to the Criminal Investigation Brigade and let Liu He lead the team
personally. Go to
Mannity with Zhu Zhijie and clean up Yash Nics.”
Zhu Zhijiewen Yan is overjoyed, he has a group of desperate men
brought back from
Southeast Asia.
Now there are still criminal investigation captain Liu He leading the team
to help, so why
don’t you worry about Yash Nics?
…
Mannity City!
Yash Nics, Song Pingting and Tong Ke had just completed their
inspections from the
Fenghuangchong Pharmaceutical Factory and drove back to the city.
They had just returned to the city, and suddenly a few cars popped up in
front of them,
directly surrounding their BMW car.
Then, on a few cars, more than a dozen plainclothes came down quickly.
The first person, tall and thin, with sharp eyes, is Liu He.
Liu He took out his credentials and flashed it in front of Yash Nics and
the others, and said
coldly: “We are from the Provincial Criminal Investigation Brigade, Yash
Nics, now we
suspect that you are related to multiple cases. Please go back with us to
assist in the
investigation.”
Song Ping When Ting heard this, she was shocked and anxious: “Did you
make a mistake?”
Liu He didn’t answer Song Pingting at all, but stared at Yash Nics coldly:
“You get out of the
car and follow us, or you want us Take you away?”



Just when Yash Nics was surrounded, two black SUVs not far away, Dian
Chu and Ba Huwei
in ordinary clothes, had gotten out of the car one after another and
were about to come
over.
However, it was stopped by Yash Nics’s eyes.
Yash Nics told Dian Chu that they were not in danger with his eyes, and
signaled that they
didn’t need to come close.
Then he looked at Liu He and his party with interest, and smiled and said:
“If I am suspected
of committing a crime, Mannity’s police can arrest me, and you guys are
running from far
away from the provincial capital.”
“Let me guess. Is the Zhu family looking for you, or the Jiangnan king
Tang Beidou sent you
to trouble me?”
Liu He and the others changed their expressions slightly, unexpectedly
Yash Nics could
easily see their reason.
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Song Pingting heard Yash Nics’s words, she immediately remembered
Yash Nics’s
grievances with the Zhu family. She also realized that these people were
the provincial
capital Zhu family who had come to deal with Yash Nics.
She became more anxious and protected in front of Yash Nics: “You
can’t avenge your
private revenge, I forbid you to catch him!”
Liu He’s eyes were cold, and she said sharply, “Yash Nics, if you refuse to
cooperate, then we
can only use coercive means. I took you away.”
After he finished speaking, he had to tell his men around him to grab
Yash Nics.
At this time, Yash Nics gently pushed Song Pingting away, smiling and
said: “No, I will go
with you, I want to see what tricks you are going to play.”

Song Pingting was anxious: “Yash Nics?”



Yash Nics softly comforted: “Pingting, don’t worry, I will be fine, I will
come back for dinner in
the evening.”
Liu He and others sneered when they heard the words, and thought to
themselves: If you
were taken away by us, you still want to go home for dinner. ?
Haha, I’m afraid you don’t need to eat anymore in your life, because the
dead don’t need to
eat!
When Yash Nics and Liu He left, they did not forget to tell Tong Ke: “Take
care of your sister
and don’t worry her.”
Tong Ke knows Yash Nics’s identity secret, but she promised to help Yash
Nics keep it.
Secret.
So she didn’t worry about Yash Nics at the moment, but there was no
way she could tell her
cousin not to worry, but depressedly promised Yash Nics: “Well, I know.”
Yash Nics followed Liu He and the others in the car and was taken
away. .
Song Pingting watched Yash Nics being taken away. She was completely
panicked and
quickly called someone for help.
Unfortunately, she has limited personal connections.
She didn’t know the big leader, and the young leader heard that Yash
Nics was arrested by
people from the provincial capital, and was immediately scared that he
couldn’t help.
Song Pingting was so anxious that it was useless to comfort Tong Ke next
to her.
Just when Song Pingting was at a loss, suddenly a Passat car stopped
next to her.
The window dropped, revealing a man in his forties.
The man has a high hairline, a pair of small eyes, and looks a bit like a
shark’s face, which is
both funny and vicious.

He saw Song Pingting and Tong Ke, and said in surprise: “Hey, Miss Song!”
When



Song Pingting saw the middle-aged man, she was a little bit astonished,
and only after a
while she recognized: “You are Pan Shihua, from the Provincial Criminal
Investigation
Brigade. Deputy Captain!”
Pan Shihua smiled and said: “Miss Song actually remembers Pan. It is
gratifying and
gratifying.”
It turned out that a few years ago, Song Pingting gave birth to a child out
of wedlock, and
the Song people regarded it as a shame.
For a while, the Song family father wanted to introduce him to Song
Pingting and marry
Song Pingting.
This forty-year-old, middle-aged Pan Shihua, who had lost his wife in the
provincial capital,
served as the deputy captain of criminal investigation, was the blind
date that Song Pingting
arranged for Song Pingting.
At that time, Song Pingting didn’t know it was a blind date, so she was
kept in the dark and
went to the restaurant to meet Pan Shihua.
Less than ten minutes after the two met, Song Pingting found an excuse
to slip away.
But she was beautiful and moving, but Pan Shihua was totally
overwhelmed.
This time Pan Shihua came to Mannity for vacation. He didn’t expect to
meet Song Pingting
on the street, so he came to get close immediately.
He squinted at Song Pingting’s slender figure at the moment, then
smiled and asked: “Miss
Song, what are you doing here? Is the car broken down? Do you need
help?”
Song Ping Ting wanted to say it was all right, and then left.
But she suddenly remembered that Pan Shihua was the deputy captain
of the provincial
criminal investigation brigade, and Yash Nics was framed and taken away
by the provincial
criminal investigation brigade.



Maybe Pan Shihua can help.
So, she quickly told Pan Shihua about the matter, and then begged:
“Deputy Captain Pan, my
husband must have been wronged. You work in the Provincial Criminal
Investigation
Brigade. Please help and save my husband. !”
Pan Shihua heard this, and a pair of mung bean eyes rolled up.
He was proud of his heart: Haha, you used to be ignorant of me, now do
you need to ask me
for help?
This time you can’t escape from my palm, wait for the love under me,
hehe!
Pan Shihua wondered how to intimidate Song Pingting to devote himself,
and said, “Relax,
Miss Song, your business is my business.”
“Go, let’s go to meet Liu team first. Let’s see if your husband’s problem
is serious or not.
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Liu He and his party did not take Yash Nics directly back to the provincial
capital, but went
straight to the Mannity Detention Center.
Liu He ordered the detention center to lock Yash Nics, and then ordered
Li Qiang, the person
in charge of the detention center: “By the way, you can arrange a few
people for me to enter
the room where Yash Nics is detained.”
Li Qiang was shocked when he heard the words, and asked: “Team Liu,
what do you think?
Who do you want to get in?”
At this time, Zhu Zhijie, a burly, dark-skinned, and muscular Zhu Zhijie,
with eight murderous
Ling Ran subordinates, appeared in front of Li Qiang and the others.
Liu He squinted his eyes and said: “It’s just a few of them, you just need
to arrange them to
be locked up with Yash Nics, and you don’t care about other things.”

Li Qiang looked at Zhu Zhijie and his gang, whose steps were calm and
restrained, and his



eyes showed a strong murderous look. people.
He could easily see that this group of people must be desperadoes, and
he could not
guarantee that everyone was carrying a lot of lives.
Arranging these desperadoes to be detained with Yash Nics, is it possible
that Captain Liu
didn’t intend to capture Yash Nics back to the provincial capital alive, but
planned to kill
Yash Nics here?
Thinking about this, his expression changed, and he said nervously,
“Team Liu, these people
don’t seem to be good people. Arrange them to be locked up with Yash
Nics, in case
something happens, I can’t afford it!”
Liu He said coldly: “Do you know why I have to come from the provincial
capital all the way
to deal with Yash Nics in the district?”
Li Qiang shook his head, “I don’t know!”
Liu He said coldly, “Because it was ordered by Lord Tang ! ”
Li Qiang heard eyes wide open, warble:” Don Lord, which Don Lord “?
Liu Ho Leng Heng:” you said in our south, in addition to the king of the
south, who else
deserves to be called Don Lord “?
Li Qiang full His face was shocked, it turned out that this kid named Yash
Nics actually
offended the Jiangnan Wang Ye Tang.
No wonder Liu He and his party would come to Mannity city from the
provincial capital in
person, no wonder Liu He dared to arbitrarily enter the detention room
to clean up Yash
Nics. It turned out that everything was meant by Lord Tang.
Even if Yash Nics was killed in the detention room, the incident would
not be resolved in the
end.
If the south is chaotic, Lord Tang has the final say.

Since there was a big deal with Tang Ye, then Li Qiang had no scruples.
He accompanied the smiling face and said to Liu He: “So that’s the case,
then I will arrange



this. You guys, come with me, and I will take you to Yash Nics’s room.”
Zhu Zhijie squinted a pair of triangle snake eyes. With his eight capable
men, followed Li
Qiang in stride.
In a clean detention room, Yash Nics is sitting on the iron frame bed with
interest, what
seems to be waiting for?
When he heard the footsteps coming from the door, the corners of his
mouth rose slightly,
and he said in his heart: I knew I wouldn’t be simply detained here, there
must be other
tricks, I was curious about what you want to play with me?
With a click, the iron door of the detention room was opened.
Li Qiang and a few guards came in with Zhu Zhijie and a group of guys.
Li Qiang glanced at Yash Nics with pity, and then intentionally or
unintentionally said to Zhu
Zhijie’s desperadoes: “This is the room, you have to live in peace, and no
fights and
disturbances are allowed, you know?”
Zhu Zhijie looked quietly sitting in the frame bed. Yash Nics, who was on
the side, grinned
and said, “Sir, don’t worry, we will definitely get along with this friend.”
Li Qiang nodded, “That’s good, close the door!”
Boom!
The iron door of the detention room was closed again.
In the not-so-wide detention room, only Yash Nics and Zhu Zhijie were
left.
Yash Nics looked at Zhu Zhijie, who was vaguely similar to Zhu Fenghua
and Zhu
Chengyang, and smiled lightly: “From the Zhu family?”

Zhu Zhijie took out a white boxing belt from his pocket and wrapped it in
an orderly manner
on his right hand, his eyes exuding a wolf-like fierce light, and said
sternly: “Zhu
Kuchan is my dad, boy, today is your death date .” Zhu Zhijie The eight
capable men around
him also took out their weapons one after another.



There are daggers and finger tigers, which are all weapons for close
combat in narrow
spaces.
They came prepared and determined to kill Yash Nics here.
Yash Nics stood up and said indifferently: “You want to kill me because
of a few trash?”
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Zhu Zhijie has already tied his fist belt, he stretched his fists and ankles,
grinned and said ,
“A few of us are trash, but they can make you die ten times.”
“Now, kneel and die for me . , I can make your death easier!”
Yash Nics chuckled: “Let me kneel, you are not worthy.”
Zhu Zhijie’s eyes were cold,
and he sternly said: “Then you go to die!” The shape will move.
The speed of the instant burst was astonishingly fast.
Only an afterimage could be seen, swiping towards Yash Nics.
Several of his subordinates were rushing to see and cheered.
“Brother
Zhu is awesome!”

“Brother Zhu is
mighty and domineering!” “Brother Zhu has dismantled him!” Zhu Zhijie
had no reservations,
as soon as he shot, he went all out, ready to kill Yash Nics as quickly as
possible.
As he approached Yash Nics, he continued to run and blasted Yash Nics
with a punch.
This punch, shocking the world, weeping, as if invincible.
Facing the menacing Zhu Zhijie, Yash Nics took a step forward and raised
his hand lightly
with a punch.
When Zhu Zhijie saw that Yash Nics underestimated the enemy, the
corners of his mouth
became more grinning. He seemed to have seen the scene of Yash Nics
being blown away
by his punch.
boom!
The two fists collided.



As soon as the fist touched, the grinning smile on Zhu Zhijie’s face
changed completely.
It became a deep shock, then fear. Kaka Kaka Kaka
…
In a string of clear bone fractures, the bones of Zhu Zhijie’s right arm
were broken and
shattered.
As a result of their fist confrontation, Yash Nics scrapped Zhu Zhijie’s
entire arm with one
punch.
Yash Nics flew a kick and kicked Zhu Zhijie in the chest like lightning.
Snapped!
With a loud bang, Zhu Zhijie’s heavy body flew out directly, hitting the
iron gate with a bang.

The rest of the guys, seeing this scene, all gasped.
In the reception room of the detention room, Song Pingting nervously
looked at Pan Shihua
who came in from the outside, and hurriedly asked: “Mr. Pan, how is my
husband now?”
Pan Shihua shook her head: “I just asked our team Liu, your husband The
situation is not
optimistic.”
“He is temporarily imprisoned with a group of vicious criminals. If he is
not separated from
those desperadoes in time, I am afraid he will be beaten to death.”
Song Pingting said silently, “What? ”
Pan Shihua looked at Tong Ke in the corridor outside the door, he closed
the door directly,
and only him and Song Pingting were left in the reception room.
He squinted and said: “I have been working with Team Liu for many
years. I have a little
friendship and can help separate your husband from other criminals.”
Song Pingting hurriedly said: “Then please help Mr. Pan, don’t Let my
husband be locked up
with those desperadoes.”
Pan Shihua said happily, “I can help, but how does Miss Song plan to
repay me?”



Song Pingting was taken aback , and immediately said, “I will definitely
thank Mr. Pan well. ”
I don’t need any thanks, I don’t need money.”
Pan Shihua saw it with a dagger. He stared at Song Pingting’s full chest
with squinting eyes,
and coveted: “As long as Miss Song promises to accompany me to sleep
once, your
husband It’s all on me.”
Song
Pingting was startled and angry, anxious and angry: “Mr. Pan, you!” Pan
Shihua sneered,
“Don’t you think I helped you in vain?”
“Hehe, it is said that your husband is currently locked up with a bunch of
wicked guys.

You may not be tortured to the point of being a man now.”
” Do you want to save your husband? You weigh it yourself.” I can
remind you that if you
hesitate for a minute, your husband’s life will be more dangerous.”
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Li Qiang heard Yash Nics’s words, his eyes panicked a little.
However, he immediately remembered the identity of Liu He, and that
behind Liu He was
Jiangnan King Tang Beidou, he instantly gained confidence and calmed
down.
He even didn’t care about the presence of two outsiders, Song Pingting
and Tong Ke, and



said to Yash Nics with a sneer: “Punishment, here I am the biggest, I
have the final say. Even
if I kill you here, I have nothing to do with you. Believe it or not?”
“I don’t believe it!” As
soon as Li Qiang’s voice fell, a stern voice came from behind them.
Li Qiang and the others were all taken aback, everyone turned their
heads together and
found a group of people behind him.
It was the middle-aged man with a Chinese character face who was
walking in the front and
wearing a black jacket.
When Li Qiang saw the man with the national character face, his eyes
widened and he lost
his voice: “Deputy Niu, why are you here?”
It turned out that it was not someone else who came here, but the
second in command of
the police, Niu Lizhou.
Niu Lizhou can be said to be Li Qiang’s immediate boss. Li Qiang just said
that he is the
biggest here. He has the final say. He didn’t expect Niu Lizhou to appear.
Niu Lizhou brought dozens of heavily armed men over. He looked at Li
Qiang with a face full
of horror, and said indifferently: “Hehe, I don’t know if you are such a
bull here before I come,
and they keep saying that whoever wants to kill you will do it Who’s
dead, better than Niu
Lizhou!”

Li Qiang was sweating, and said in a trembled voice: “Niu deputy bureau,
I was angry and
talking…”
Liu He stepped forward at this time and said to Niu Lizhou with a smile:
“Hello, Brother Niu, I
am Liu He from the provincial capital.”
Liu He said as he stretched out his hand towards Niu Lizhou, trying to
shake hands with
him.
The two are people of the same system, and they are considered equal
in rank.



However, Liu He felt that he was from a provincial capital, and Niu
Lizhou was just a place.
He felt that he was a Gao Niu Lizhou, and he also felt that Niu Lizhou
should be polite to
him.
But what he didn’t expect was that Niu Lizhou didn’t even look at him,
walked straight in
front of him, walked towards Yash Nics, and respectfully said: “Mr. Yash,
are you okay!”
The smile on Liu He’s face was instant. Frozen, the outstretched hand
hung in the air
awkwardly.
This Niu Lizhou dared not to give him face, but instead respected Yash
Nics so much?
Yash Nics smiled and shook hands with Niu Lizhou: “If you care, I’m fine.
I’m just being
treated unfairly. I hope that Niu Deputy Bureau can give me the shot.”
Niu Lizhou didn’t expect Yash Nics to be willing to shake hands with him.
He flushed with
excitement, and said excitedly: “Don’t worry, Mr. Yash, I must deal with
it seriously.”
Yash Nics smiled and explained that Liu He and the others had arrested
him without
authorization.
Together with Li Qiang’s act of helping Zhou to be abusive, I also said it
all.
After Niu Lizhou listened, his face sank, and he turned to look at Liu He
and Li Qiang coldly,
and asked, “Is what Mr. Yash said is true?”
Li Qiang was already sweating profusely, and he was hesitant.
Speechless.

Liu He then said, “Brother Niu, Yash Nics is a criminal suspect. As for the
arrest warrant, I
will explain it to you in private later. Our internal problems are resolved
internally, and there
is no need to make trouble in front of a group of outsiders, right? ”
Liu He’s remarks have already hinted Niu Lizhou not to make matters
worse.



Internal problems are resolved internally and privately.
Niu Lizhou didn’t give any face, and he coldly shouted: “Don’t tell me
about him. I’m asking
you, do you have any relevant procedures for arresting Mr. Yash? Is
there an arrest warrant?”
Liu He angrily said, “No, I said Niu Lizhou, don’t you understand that
sometimes you have to
be flexible when arresting criminals? It’s a common thing to arrest
before you wait for an
arrest warrant…”
Niu Lizhou interrupted: “This is knowing the law and breaking the law!”
Liu He and the others opened their eyes when they heard this. They
realized that Niu Lizhou
was going to come for real!
Sure enough, Niu Lizhou said: “You are in my jurisdiction, knowing the
law and breaking the
law. Come, arrest Liu He and all of them.”
Liu He and several of his men were frightened and angry: “You dare?”
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Niu Lizhou snorted coldly: “We are acting in accordance with the law. If
there is anything we
dare not, take it down.”
He had come prepared, and there were fifty elite men behind him.
As soon as his order fell, these dozens of subordinates all shot together,
using thunder
means to directly arrest Liu He and his party.

Liu He roared in embarrassment: “Niu Lizhou, you are so brave. You dare
to catch those who
come from our provincial capital, and you will let you go around without
eating.”
Niu Lizhou coldly said, “Find a room.” Put them in a larger detention
room first.”
Soon, Liu He and his men were all detained in a detention room next to
them.
Just after Liu He and his party were locked up, eight burly men in suits
appeared, walking
neatly.



These eight men are the eight strongest in Yash Nics’s guards, and they
are called the Eight
Tigers.
Bahuwei is tall and muscular.
Wearing a black suit on them, they actually wore a black armor-like
visual effect.
The eight of them came over and gave everyone on the scene a majestic
momentum like an
army.
Everyone on the scene looked at the eight men in suits in shock,
guessing their origin?
Niu Lizhou’s face as usual told his subordinates: “Keep these eight
people in Liu He’s room.”
Everyone on the scene opened their eyes again when they heard this,
especially Li Qiang. He
thought in shock: Damn, this is not Liu just now. He’s the means to deal
with Yash Nics!
Niu Deputy Bureau, this is to give Yash Nics a head start!
Not only did Liu He and his party be arrested, they also used his own way
to treat his body.
However, Liu He and his party are quite a few, and they are all from the
provincial criminal
investigation brigade.
Are these eight men in suits Liu He’s opponents?
The doubt in Li Qiang’s heart soon had an answer.

The Eight Tigers had just been arranged to enter Liu He’s room, and as
soon as the iron door
was closed, there was a sound of fighting inside.
Liu He’s heartbreaking screams also came from the room.
Liu He and their wailing continued to spread from the room.
Those who knew it was Liu He who were beaten up, but those who
didn’t know thought they
were killing pigs.
The faces of everyone at the scene were different.
Among them, the most ugly face is naturally Li Qiang.
Liu He and the others were so miserably cleaned up, he, the helper, was
also terrified at this
time, shaking all over, worried about his fate.



He wished to become a transparent person now, hoping that neither Niu
Lizhou nor Yash
Nics could see him.
It’s a pity that Niu Lizhou had already cast a stern look on him at this
time.
Niu Lizhou said coldly: “Li Qiang!”
Li Qiang shuddered, and quickly said: “Subordinates are here!”
Niu Lizhou said blankly: “The detention center seems to be recruiting
toilet cleaners
recently. I can’t use it anymore. Hand over your work and work as a
cleaner in the logistics
department!”
Li Qiang froze as if he had been hit by a thunderbolt.
Niu Lizhou actually expelled him from his position and sent him to the
grassroots level, as a
toilet cleaner who didn’t even have a staff?
He was about to cry, and trembled: “Niu Deputy Bureau, this…”

Niu Lizhou stared and said, “You are not convinced?” How
dare Li Qiang, now Niu Lizhou just dismissed him.
If he dared to dissatisfy a sentence, it is probably not as simple as
dismissal, but to be held
accountable.
Don’t let Niu Lizhou be able to pick up all his ugly problems over the
years.
Not to mention the dismissal at that time, it is estimated that the jail
time will be light.
Li Qiang drooped his head and whispered: “I obey the arrangement of
the superior.”
Niu Lizhou snorted coldly, and stopped talking to Li Qiang. He turned his
head and smiled
and said to Yash Nics: “Mr. Yash, I will deal with all those who should be
punished. This is
not the place you should stay, let’s talk in another place.”
Yash Nics nodded, just lifted his foot to leave.
But at this time, Tong Ke next to Song Pingting suddenly came over and
whispered to Yash
Nics, “Brother-in-law, after you were taken away, someone threatened
my cousin…”



Tong Ke whispered and simply eavesdropped on her. When Pan Shihua
threatened Song
Pingting’s words, he told Yash Nics one to five to ten.
Although Pan Shihua didn’t know what Tong Ke was whispering to Yash
Nics, when he saw
Tong Ke talking and fingering him, he realized that it was not good.
At the same time, he also noticed that Yash Nics’s expression was
getting colder and
colder.
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After listening to Tong Ke’s short report, Yash Nics coldly looked at Pan
Shihua, who looked
like a pig, and said slowly: “Dare you threaten my wife?”

Pan Shihua hesitated and said no. Talking.
He is also a person with a certain status, and he is not so useless under
normal
circumstances.
But there is no alternative. Just now he witnessed the end of Zhu Zhijie,
Liu He and Li Qiang
with his own eyes. It was very clear that Yash Nics had the final say on
this
three-square-meter area of Mannity city.
Yash Nics saw this guy faltering and couldn’t hold back a fart for a long
time. He was
immediately angry: “I’ll let you talk!”
He said, raising his hand and slapped Pan Shihua’s face fiercely.
With a snap, half of Pan Shihua’s cheek was swollen.
Pan Shihua has never suffered this kind of suffering, but he also knows
that people have to
bow their heads under the eaves, clutching their beaten cheeks, and cry
in mourning: “Mr.
Yash, Miss Song, I know I was wrong, please let me go. ……”
Yash Nics said coldly: “Where
did the squeaky spirit go when I threatened my wife just now?” Pan
Shihua made no sense
of himself: “I…”
Yash Nics turned his head and looked at Niu Lizhou: “Don’t give him this
kind of old pervert.



Long lessons are not enough. You come to arrange, and you must teach
him a lesson
ruthless.”
Niu Lizhou felt a little embarrassed when he heard this . He didn’t know
how to teach Pan
Shihua this old pervert to be ruthless?
He suddenly remembered something, and his eyes lit up in an instant.
So, he smiled and said to Yash Nics: “Mr. Yash, this kind of old pervert, I
suggest putting him
in detention room 010!”

Yash Nics and many people on the scene were a little curious about why
the old pervert was
closed. Into room 010?
Niu Lizhou smiled and explained in a low voice to Yash Nics and the
others: “In room 010,
some black Africans were detained. These guys were gays. They were
arrested and
detained before harassing male guests in the bar.”
“A few days ago, a suspected thief. Because of the lack of space in the
detention room, he
was assigned to room 010. I didn’t expect to be directly exploded by a
few old blacks in
turn!”
Song Pingting, Tong Ke and others heard this, all With a disgusting
expression.
Pan Shihua’s face was pale and his eyes were full of horror.
Yash Nics looked at Pan Shihua, frowned and said: “This guy looks ugly,
even if it is a few
old black guys, he may not be worthy of him?”
Niu Lizhou smiled: “Mr. Yash, you don’t know anything about Western
aesthetics. Views are
different from those of us Orientals. We think they look ugly, but they
think they look good.
Look at the western female models, how many good-looking female
models do you have?”
Yash Nics nodded, “It seems like this.”
Niu Lizhou said again: ” And these old blacks are very messy and hungry.
They don’t want to



eat. The man who is locked up with them is inevitably tossed by them.”
Yash Nics was a little bit unable to listen, waved his hand and said, “Then
follow you. That
said
, let this old thing go in.” Niu Lizhou told his subordinates: “Send this old
pervert to Room
010 for 24 hours.”
“Yes!”
There were two powerful criminal police officers from Kong Wu, heading
straight towards
them. Pan Shihua went over.

Pan Shihua was horrified and screamed: “Stop it, you guys stop it. I don’t
want to be locked
up with those old black guys, I don’t want it, don’t…”
Pan Shihua struggled desperately, but he has been dignified for a long
time. , Had already
become a wine bag and rice bag, where he could resist two strong
criminal investigators,
they were soon forcibly taken away and sent to the 010 detention room.
Boom!
The iron gate behind Pan Shihua closed.
His face was full of horror, and then he saw several old black Africans
who were two meters
tall, sitting up from the frame bed gruntly.
Several old blacks saw him, like a wolf seeing a little lamb.
Each of them beamed his eyes and smiled slyly.
While shouting something Beibi Beibi, he smirked and approached him.
“What do you want to do, don’t come, don’t come…”
Yash Nics and the others heard the laughter of foreigners in Room 101
and Pan Shihua’s
desperate screams. They all shook their heads and left quickly, for fear
of hearing more
discordant voices.
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After coming out of the detention center, Yash Nics refused Niu Lizhou
to escort them
home, and then drove away with Song Pingting and Tong Ke.
As soon as Yash Nics and the others left, Dian Chu appeared.



When Niu Lizhou saw

Dianchu , he respectfully saluted: ” Hello Colonel Dian!” Dianchu calmly
said: “Looking back,
you send Liu He’s dying guys back to the provincial capital. At the same
time, remember not
to expose Mr. Yash’s identity. .”
Niu Lizhou said quickly: “Yes, your subordinates must do so.”
Yash Nics drove home with Song Pingting and Tong Ke.
On the way, Song Pingting couldn’t help asking: “Yash Nics, when did
you meet Niu Deputy
Bureau? This time we would be in trouble without him speaking
righteously.”
Yash Nics smiled lightly: “Actually, I am not familiar with Niu Lizhou. ”
Song Ping Ting eyes wide open:”? Why did he so maintain your ”
Niu Li Chau to Liu he, who locked up, and the Li Qiang expelled from
office, it can be said to
be impartial.
However, Niu Lizhou used his own way to treat his own body, and put a
group of people into
the detention room to teach Liu He.
And put the old pervert Pan Shihua into the gay room.
This can be regarded as revenge for Yash Nics!
If there is no good friendship, Niu Lizhou has no reason to help Yash Nics
like this!
Yash Nics smiled and said, “When I was locked up by them, I asked to
make a phone call.
What they didn’t know was that I was calling the city lord complaint.”
Song Pingting opened her eyes wide and exclaimed, “That’s OK. ”
Yash Nics said with a smile: “Our Ningda Group is a local key company,
and this time it won
the liver cancer vaccine agency, and there will be a chance to become a
world-renowned
company in the future.”
“The city leaders attach great importance to our company. The Zhu
family recruited Liu He
and others to avenge us and avenge us. Our leaders of Mannity City will
not agree to it.”



Song Pingting believed Yash Nics’s words as true and thanked him: We
really took care of
us. We must work hard, make achievements, give back to the society,
and live up to
everyone’s expectations of us.”
Song Pingting believes in Yash Nics’s explanation.
But Tong Ke, who was sitting in the back seat of the car, kept rolling his
eyes at Yash Nics.
She knew that Liu He, a few clowns who wanted to be disadvantageous
to Yash Nics, were
simply ants shaking the tree.
… The
next day, Liu He and his party were sent back to the provincial capital of
Tianhai by the
Chinese authorities.
Each of Liu He and them broke their hands and feet, and the end was
terrible, and within a
year or a half, they did not want to recover.
And even after healed, he couldn’t continue to work in the Criminal
Investigation Brigade,
and could only be transferred to a clerical job.
Pan Shihua was also sent back together.
Pan Shihua’s body was also severely damaged. It is most appropriate to
describe it as a
chrysanthemum full of wounds.
Even he can’t lie down, he can only lie
on his stomach , because lying down will touch the wound… As far as the
physical injuries
are concerned, Pan Shihua is not as badly injured as Liu He.
But in terms of psychological trauma, Pan Shihua feels that he has
experienced the most
terrible ordeal. Now that he sees black people, there is a psychological
shadow.
Tang House, backyard, Jinghu.
At the lake pavilion, Tang Beidou is holding the best bamboo fishing
crane and is fishing.



At this time, the old housekeeper Tang Sancai hurried over and opened
his mouth to report
to Tang Beidou.
But before he had time to speak, Tang Beidou had raised his left hand
and motioned him not
to speak out.
Soon, Tang Beidou lifted the fishing rod with his right hand when he saw
a fish hooked.
Huh, a carp with a big palm was lifted off the water.
Tang Beidou caught the carp and unhook it twice, but failed to unhook it
successfully.
With a cold look in his eyes, he directly tugged, forcibly pulling the carp
off the hook, and the
carp’s mouth was also rotten, dripping with blood.
Snapped!
The carp was thrown back into the lake and soon disappeared in the
water.
But Tang San realized that this fish’s mouth was rotten and it could not
survive.
The maid beside him brought a basin of water and towels to wash Tang
Beidou’s hands.
After Tang Beidou washed his hands, he said casually: ”
Acai , what’s the matter?” Tang Sancai said respectfully: “Master, Liu He
and Zhu Zhijie are
back.”
Tang Beidou said calmly: “Zhu Zhijie has killed Yash Nics. , Zhu’s family
revenge, right?”
Tang Sancai said awkwardly: “Yash Nics is safe, Liu He and the others are
all seriously
injured, Zhu Zhijie is even more miserable, and they are directly
disabled.”
Tang Beidou was stunned : “What?”
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Tang San explained what he had gotten to Tang Beidou.
Then he smiled bitterly: “It is said that the Ningda Group of Yash Nics
and his wife is a key
enterprise of China Shipping. The leaders of Yash Nics and China
Shipping have a very close



relationship.”
“This time, China Shipping did not give Liu He face, and still chose to
protect Yash Nics. I
never expected Liu He and the others to be taught so badly.”
Tang Beidou was unhappy: “Little Mannity, so rampant, don’t they know
that Liu He and the
others were sent by me?”
Tang San was determined. Said: “The senior executives of China Shipping,
surely you didn’t
know that Liu He was sent by you. Otherwise, even if they ate Xiongxin
Leopard, they
wouldn’t dare to touch Liu He half a vellus hair.”
“In the south, dare to fight against Tang Ye. People who have not been
born yet!”
Tang Beidou’s face was a little slow when he heard the words, and said
slowly: “So they
didn’t know that Liu He was called by me. No wonder they dared to
move Liu He.”
“But since I promised to pray for bitter meditation, Help them to teach
Yash Nics, you can’t
be horrible. Who do you think is appropriate to send to Mannity to take
Yash Nics’s life?”
Tang San said with a smile, “Master, we don’t have to work a lot, and we
don’t need to send
people to take Yash Nics’s life. As far as I know, there is a suitable
candidate in Mannity, and
you can tell her to kill Yash Nics.”
Tang Beidou became interested: “Who is it?”
Tang San said with a smile, “It’s one of the four court pillars, Lu The
eldest daughter of the
family, Lu Shanshan.”
Tang Beidou had a bit of an impression of Lu Shanshan. In addition to
her appearance, Lu
Shanshan was also a good scheming method, and she was a leader
among the new
generation of Lu family.

Tang Beidou curiously asked, “It turns out that it is the Lu family girl.
What is she doing in



Mannity? Let her be a woman to kill Yash Nics. Is she qualified for this
task?”
Tang Sancai smiled and explained, “Master, you don’t know. Soon after,
Lu Qingyun, the son
of the Lu family, died in Yash Nics’s hands. Lu Shanshan should avenge
her brother when
she went to Mannity this time.”
Tang Beidou was surprised when he heard the words, and then smiled:
“In that case, you
inform Lu Shanshan that she must take Yash Nics’s dog’s life within a
month. I have a
reward.”
Tang Sancai: “Yes, I will do it now.”
…
Since Zhu Chengyang also died under Yash Nics’s hand, Lu Shanshan
began to feel that
Yash Nics was a bit tricky.
What she didn’t expect was that there was good news today.
Yash Nics didn’t know what happened, and offended the Jiangnan king
Tang Beidou.
Ye Tang sent someone to inform her and ordered her to kill Yash Nics
within a month. Ye
Tang has a reward.
Ye Tang has always been the patron of the four major families, and Ye
Tang’s rewards must
be extraordinary.
More importantly, with the support of Lord Tang, Lu Shanshan felt more
confident.
Lu Shanshan instructed a tall, expressionless man in front of him with a
cold air all over his
body said: “Shura, I have one thing you want to do right away.”
This man named Shura is the master Lu Shanshan transferred from the
family to help. .
Shura was once the king of southern killers, and later retired. Because
the Lu family was
kind to him, he had been a guest of the Lu family.

Only when encountering a very difficult enemy, the Lu family would
dispatch Shura.



This time, in order to deal with Yash Nics, Lu Shanshan directly
dispatched Shura, the Lu
Family Killing God.
Shura expressionlessly said: “Miss, please give orders!”
Lu Shanshan said: “You will hold a grand business reception in the
Mannity Hotel three days
later in the name of Jiangnan Wang Ye. , Please do it again.”
“Also, send an invitation to Yash Nics and Song Pingting’s couple.” A
hint of surprise flashed through repairing eyes: “Miss, didn’t you want to
kill Yash Nics, why
did you entertain him?”
Lu Shanshan triumphantly said: “Yash Nics killed my brother and insulted
me. I want
revenge. And I want to kill him in front of celebrities from all walks of life
in China Shipping.
Let everyone in China Shipping know how to offend me!”


